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Transcript of Shana Moultan’s
This Organ Wants this,
That Organ Wants That

When you own a home where the main living room
is right when you walk through the front door, there
is definitely added pressure to make that space
presentable. When I first saw this room that Cynthia
sent to me, I thought the only thing missing was The
Golden Girls, cause it looked like an old lady’s house!
And she’s this young vibrant awesome girl, and the
room was just so depressing. To transform this you
kind of have to start from scratch and say, what do I
want this room for, do I want it to be like a relaxing
little lounge, do I want it to be more energetic? I think
with the way that this room is, its kind of restful,
its got the great grey walls. We should make it into
a cute little sitting room. I’d like to reconsider how
we group our furniture and I do that by making
these conversational areas, which sounds very very
stuffy —its not its just a better way of arranging your
furniture….(Terrence McKenna) then what happens
is you close your eyes and then these colors begin
racing together and it forms this mandalic, floral,
slowly rotating thing which I call the chrysanthemum.
The chrysanthemum forms and you watch it for like
15 seconds….if it doesn’t give way, then you didn’t do
enough, you have to do more…
Aaaah I hate spiders! Everyone hates bugs in the
home, but now there’s an ingenious solution,
My Critter Catcher.
(Carly Simon, itsy bitsy spider/Coming around again)
The itsy bitsy spider climbed up the water spout
Down came the rain and washed the spider out
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain
And the itsy bitsy spider climbed up the spout again
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I believe in love
And who knows where or when
But it’s comin’ around again
[Chorus]
I know nothin’ stays the same
But if you’re willing to play the game
It’s comin’ around again
Well then what happens is it like
physically propels you through this
chrysanthemum like thing, and
then there’s this very defined sense
of bursting through something, a
membrane, and on the other side, as
you break through, there is a cheer…
there are a whole bunch of entities
waiting on the other side and
they’re saying; “How wonderful that
you are here! You come so rarely,
were so delighted to see you!” And
they come forward, they’re like
jewelled self-dribbling basketballs.

Cikap Kamuy (also
called Kotankor
Kamuy) is the Ainu
kamuy (god) of
owls and the land.
He is responsible
for overseeing the
behavior of humans
and kamuy (gods). He
is considered a deity of
material success.
Cikap Kamuy is
depicted as a great owl.
The Ainu believed that
the owl watched
over the local
kotan (domain),
so Cikap Kamuy
came to be
represented as
the master of the
domain. In some
areas, his tears
were said to be
gold and silver.
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Cikap Kamuy’s most
important myth
establishes him as
a god of plenty who
ensures that rituals
are being enacted
properly.
— Ashkenazy, Michael. Handbook of
Japanese My thology. Santa Barbara ,
California: A BC- Clio, 2003. 211-212
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